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Abstrat
The most massive stars, with initial masses above ∼ 50M⊙, en-
ounter a phase of extreme mass losssometimes aompanied by so-
alled giant eruptionsin whih the stars' evolution is reversed from
a redward to a blueward motion in the HRD. In this phase the stars
are known as Luminous Blue Variables (LBVs). Neither the reason for
the onset of the strong mass loss nor the ause for the giant eruptions
is really understood, nor is their impliations for the evolution of these
most massive stars. I will present a study of the LBV nebulae whih are
formed in this phase as a onsequene of the strong mass loss and draw
onlusions from the morphology and kinematis of these nebulae on
possible eruption mehanisms and stellar parameters of the LBV stars.
The analysis ontains a large olletion of LBV nebulae whih form an
evolutionary sequene of LBV nebulae. A speial onern will be the
frequently observed bipolar nature of the LBV nebulae whih seems to
be a general feature and presents strong onstraints on further models
of the LBV phase and espeially on the formation mehanism of the
nebulae.
1 Introdution
Due to their brightness, massive stars an be investigated as individual objets
even in neighboring galaxies. They have initial masses between ∼ 15M⊙ and
120M⊙, bolometri luminosities of 10
5
to 10
6
L⊙ and they live about 2− 10
10
6
years (eg., Shaller et al. 1992, Maeder & Conti 1994, Shaerer et al. 1996a,
1996b). Through stellar winds these stars loose a sizeable fration of their
initial mass during their life (already more than 50% during the main-sequene
phase) orresponding to an average mass loss rate of 10
−5...−6
M⊙yr
−1
(eg.,
de Jager et al. 1988, Kudritzki et al. 1996, Kudritzki 1999) whih ompares
to the loss of low mass stars like the Sun of ∼ 10−14 M⊙yr
−1
. Only in
reent years it has beome obvious that this mass loss strongly inuenes
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the stellar evolution (eg., Chiosi & Maeder 1986) and both, diretly and due
to the hange in evolution, has strong impliations on the evolution of the
interstellar and irumstellar environment. Massive stars therefore not only
are major ontributors of high energy photons whih exite for example H ii
regions, they alsothrough their windssupply a large amount of kineti
energy into the surrounding medium. Their largest input, however, is still
given as these stars explode as supernovae at the end of their evolution.
Stars with masses above M ∼ 50M⊙ and luminosities of L ∼ 10
6
L⊙ top
the Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram (HRD) and represent the most massive stars
known. After spending a `normal' life as O stars on the main sequene, they
evolve towards ooler temperatures and enter a phase witheven for their
standardsextremely high mass loss (up to 10
−3...−4
M⊙yr
−1
) and beome
Luminous Blue Variables (LBVs; Langer et al. 1994, Humphreys & Davidson
1994, Maeder & Meynet 2000). In the HRD, the LBV phase starts when the
stars reah the empirial Humphreys-Davidson limit (Humphreys & Davidson
1979, Humphreys & Davidson 1994). It seems as if the most massive stars do
not evolve beyond this limit towards lower temperatures. They rather turn
around, evolve bak and beome blue supergiants loated in the HRD in the
viinity of the Humphreys-Davidson limit. Moreover, this is the loation in
the HRD where those stars undergo extremely strong mass loss through winds
and oasional giant eruptions (eg., Humphreys 1999), and thus peel o parts
of the stellar envelope. The LBV stars therefore often form small irumstellar
nebulae, the LBV nebulae (eg., Nota et al. 1995). For a ompilation of LBV
nebulae known today, see Table 1. The formation of the nebulae as well as
the onsequenes of the mass loss on the evolution of the most massive stars,
espeially in the LBV phase, is still far from being understood. In partiular it
is neither lear what auses the strong mass loss to set in, and thus to reverse
the diretion of the star's evolution in the HRD, nor what leads to the giant
eruptions. Their loseness to the lassial Eddington limit, however, makes a
loss of radial balane not very surprising.
First hydrodynami alulations modeled the formation of LBV nebulae
through the interation of slow and fast winds in the stars' evolution. The
model by Garía-Segura et al. (1996), for instane, was alulated for a 60M⊙
star, and shows that the slow wind in the beginning of the LBV phase is
swept up by the following faster wind and ompressed into a thin shell, whih
manifests itself as an LBV nebula. This wind-wind interation model predits
an expansion veloity of about ∼ 240 km s−1 for the nebula and that, due to
the mixing up and peeling o of material from the CNO yle, the nitrogen
abundane is enhaned by a fator of about ∼ 13. While this model may
be able to explain the formation of LBV nebulae formed by stellar wind,
LBV nebulae whih were reated in a giant eruption these models are not
able to aount for. In giant eruptions the LBVs inrease their brightness by
typially 2− 5 magnitudes within only a few years (see for example Fig. 1(b)
in Humphreys et al. 1999 for P Cygni). The total energy output during suh
an event is ∼ 1050 ergs and therefore nearly omparable to a supernova
atually there were two giant eruption LBVs whih were originally mistaken
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Table 1: Parameters of known LBV nebulae
LBV host galaxy size vexp referenes
[p℄ [km s
−1
℄
η Carinae Milkyway 0.2/0.67 600/10− 2000 1, 2
HR Carinae Milkyway 1.3× 0.65 75− 150 3, 4
P Cygni Milkyway 0.2/0.8 110− 140/185 5
AG Carinae Milkyway 0.87× 1.16 70 6
WRA 751 Milkyway 0.5 26 7
He 3-519 Milkyway 2.1 61 8
HD 168625 Milkyway 0.13× 0.17 40 9
Pistol Star Milkyway 0.8× 1.2 60 10
R127 LMC 1.3 32 11
R143 LMC 1.2 24 (?) 11
S61 LMC 0.82 27 11
S119 LMC (?) 1.8 26 12
Sher 25 Milkyway 1 70 13, 14
Sk−69◦ 279 LMC 4.5 14 15, 16
(1) Davidson & Humphreys (1997), (2) this work, (3) Weis et al.
(1997a), (4) Nota et al. (1997), (5) Meaburn et al. (1996a), (6) Nota
et al. (1992), (7) Weis (2000a), (8) Smith et al. (1994), (9) Nota et
al. (1996), (10) Figer et al. (1999), (11) Weis (2000b), (12) Weis et
al. (2000a) , (13) Brandner (1997a), (14) Brandner (1997b), (15)
Weis et al. (1997b), (16) Weis & Dushl (2000).
for supernova explosions (Humphreys 1999), namely SN1961V (in NGC 1058)
and SN1954J (in NGC 2403). Simple wind-wind interation models are not
able to get suh outbursts and the formation of the LBV nebula on suh short
timesales. The outburst phases are not longer than a few years, while the
formation of a nebula due to interation of winds takes at least several 10
3
years, aording to the model of Garía-Segura et al. (1996).
As yet, only a few LBVs are known in our Galaxy (8 objets plus an-
didates) and some more in other galaxies, like the Large Magellani Cloud
(LMC), M31 and M33 (Humphreys & Davidson 1994). Altogether around
40 LBV stars are urrently known, many of whih show irumstellar nebu-
lae. To better understand the LBV phase and espeially the formation of the
LBV nebulae, and the onset of the enhaned mass loss, in order to address
the question what auses the evolution of the most massive stars to reverse,
I have analyzed the nebulae of most of the LBVs known. What inreases the
mass loss in the LBV phase? What drives the giant eruptions, what meha-
nism forms instabilities that might lead to the eruptions? And, how do the
nebulae form? Only if we an answers these questions we well be able to
better understand the struture and evolution of the most massive stars.
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2 The Nebula around the LBV η Carinae
2.1 Historial Bakground
η Carinae, perhaps the best-known of all LBVs, is loated in NGC 3372, one
of the largest H ii regions in our Galaxy. It is often referred to as the Carina
Nebula. η Carinae belongs to the Trumpler 16 luster (Massey & Johnson
1993, Walborn 1995) whih is lose to the entral region of NGC 3372 whih,
in turn is known as the Keyhole nebula (see Fig. 1), at a distane of about
2.3 kp from us (Walborn 1995). η Carinae has a bolometri luminosity of
L = 106.7 L⊙ whih puts the star among the most luminous stellar objets
andwith an estimated mass of about 120M⊙also among the most massive
stars in our Galaxy (Humphreys & Davidson 1994, Davidson & Humphreys
1997). Even if reent indiations of a binary nature of η Car (see Damineli
1996, Damineli et al. 1997, Stahl & Damineli 1998) prove to be true, at least
one omponent must be within the range of LBVs, i.e., larger than ∼50M⊙.
The binary hypothesis is highly under debate still. Sine it is not a ruial
onstraint for the work presented here this issue will not be addressed further.
For detailed disussions, we refer the reader to the above mentioned referenes.
Historial observations of η Carinae showed that the star is variable and
hanged between 4
m
and 2
m
in the 17th and 18th entury. The star's most
peuliar behavior, however, was its outburst around 1843 when it inreased
its visual magnitude to −1m for a short time (∼10 years) before its luminos-
ity delined by 7 magnitudes in only a few yearsη Carinae had undergone
a giant eruption. For lighturves, see, for example, Gratton (1963), Viotti
(1995), and Humphreys (1999).
During this eruption a irumstellar LBV nebula had formed whih was
not deteted until 1938 when van den Bos noted a nebula halo when observing
omponents of η Carinae whih he thought were parts of a multiple system.
Only around 1950 it beame lear that these omponents were brighter knots
of a fainter nebula. Nearly simultaneously but independently Gaviola (1946,
1950) and Thakeray (1949, 1950) disovered and photographed this nebula
for the rst time. Due to the odd man-like shape of the nebula Gaviola named
it the Homunulus . Gaviola also noted that there may be a muh fainter and
larger hook-shaped nebula surrounding the Homunulus. Indeed there was an
outer nebula. Deeper images by Walborn (1976) showed suh a larger nebula
whih onsists of strutures as, for instane, the S ridge, the E ondensations ,
or the W ar (for a omplete desription see the sketh by Walborn 1976).
It was not until 1995 that the rst high-resolution images were published: a
ground based image (Dushl et al. 1995), whih was already taken in 1985
and re-onstruted by a shift-and-add-like tehnique, and the rst (COSTAR
orreted) HST images taken in 1993 (eg., Morse et al. 1998). The images
reveal that the morphology of the Homunulus nebula is highly bipolar. Two
lobes are separated by an equatorial disk (Dushl et al. 1995) whih is dened
by strutures alled streamers. The HST image in Fig. 1 shows very well the
bipolar nebula and the equatorial disk. A areful inspetion of the images
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Figure 1: Left: This gure shows an Hα image, taken with the CTIO 0.9m
telesope of the entral region in NGC 3372, alled the Keyhole nebula. The
keyhole shaped nebula is visible as well as a bright, extended soure to the east
whih is the LBV η Carinae and its nebula. The eld of view is about 13′× 13′,
east is left and north to the top. Right: An HST image reveals learly the
bipolar nature of the Homunulus nebula around η Carinae. Again east is left
and north to the top.
reveals that the Homunulus shaped nebula, reported earlier, manifests only
the brightest strutures within the bipolar nebula. An even longer exposure
(200 s) with the HST (see Fig. 2) in the F656N (Hα) lter detets a large
amount of laments and knots in addition to the strutures already known
outside of the Homunulus (as reported by Walborn 1976).
First measurements of the expansion of the Homunulus nebula were pub-
lished by Ringulet (1958) and Gratton (1963). They reah to values of
500 km s
−1
for the expansion (orreted to today's distane determination
of η Car). A very detailed analysis of proper motion measurements, again
for some of the outer laments, has been made in a series of studies by Wal-
born (1976), Walborn et al. (1978) and Walborn & Blano (1988), in whih
they nd tangential veloities between 280 km s
−1
and 1360 km s
−1
. Reent
proper motion measurement using the high-resolution HST images support
these results: Currie et al. (1996) and Currie & Dowling (1999) obtain values
between 10 and 1000 km s
−1
as do Smith & Gehrz (1998) through a om-
parison of old ground based images with a resolution-degraded HST image,
enlarging the time base. Thakeray (1961) was among the rst to derive
radial veloities from spetra. Comparing forbidden and permitted lines he
onluded that the Homunulus expands with 630 km s
−1
. Later studies using
a long-slit mode show even higher values for strutures outside the Homunu-
lus. Meaburn et al. (1987, 1993a, 1993b, 1996b) report on radial veloities
from at least 250 km s
−1
to −1200 km s−1, with an additional unertain fea-
ture at −1450 km s−1. Fabry-Perot measurements (Walborn 1991) agree with
these values.
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2.2 Morphology
In order to analyze the morphology of the nebula around η Carinae we used
deep high-resolution images from the HST arhive. Figure 2 shows a F656N
lter image. Note that this image is showing not only Hα emission but in
addition red- and blueshifted emission from the [N ii℄ lines at 6548Å and
6583Å. Due to the large Doppler shift (above 1000 km s
−1
) of at least some of
the laments, parts of the nebula's emission in the F656N lter is ambiguous.
The brightness levels displayed in this image are optimized to espeially reveal
faint strutures in the outskirts of the nebula. The bipolar Homunulus is
unresolved as the oval shaped saturated entral part. While the Homunulus
measures about 17
′′
(about 0.2 p) aross, fainter strutures are deteted up
to distanes of 30
′′
(0.33 p) from the star. All knots outside the Homunulus
taken together form the outer ejeta. Knots and ondensations lassied
earlier by Walborn (1976) are part of these outer ejeta.
Figure 2: This gure shows an HST image taken with the F656N lter (Hα) of
the nebula around the LBV η Carinae. The eld of view is about 60′′× 60′′.
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The knots and laments in the outer ejeta onsist of very dierent mor-
phologial shapes and sizes. They an be desribed as bullets, long laments,
some even look like arhesbut one has to keep in mind that all strutures
are only seen in projetion. The sizes of oherent strutures vary from as
large as 7.′′5 (0.08 p, the N Condensation) down to frations of arseonds
(several 10
−3
p)the limit of what HST an resolve. Most likely the outer
ejeta ontains numerous even smaller and/or fainter strutures below the de-
tetion limit of this image. One of the most striking features are very straight,
long and ollimated objets whih in the following we will all strings. These
strutures will be disussed in Setion 2.4.
An area in the outer ejeta partiularly rih in strutures like bullets and
laments is the S ridge (with the brightest part alled the S Condensation,
Walborn 1976). The deep HST image (Fig. 2) shows in great detail the ount-
less knots present in a nearly irular ring around η Carinae with long la-
ments pointing roughly radially outwards in this ridge. An analysis of the
X-ray emission from the nebula around η Carinae (Weis et al. 2000b) sup-
ports that most likely high-veloity knots olliding with their environment
are present in the S ridge and give rise at this position to the highest X-ray
emission from the nebula.
2.3 Kinematis and 3D Struture
For a detailed study of the kinematis of the nebulawhih will help to bet-
ter model and understand its 3 dimensional struturehigh-resolution ehelle
long-slit observations were made, using the Cerro Tololo Inter-Amerian Ob-
servatory's 4m telesope. The instrumental FWHM of the spetra at the Hα
line was about 14 km s
−1
. With spaings of the osets hosen to math the
seeing (1.′′5) a omplete 2 dimensional mapping was seured, taking 31 spe-
tra and overing an area of about 1
′× 1′ (0.67 p× 0.67 p). A position angle
(PA) of 132
◦
was hosen, putting the slits parallel to the major axis of the
Homunulus. Due to strong stray-light from the entral star the entral 6 slit
positions ould not be used.
Figure 3 depits 3 ehellograms taken at dierent positions. The spatial
axis in eah ehellogram is 90
′′
high, the spetral axis overs 75Å entered
on Hα at its rest wavelength. Beside the splited line emission (split by about
40 km s
−1
) aross the entire spetrum, whih results from the bakground H ii
region, a large variety of blue- and redshifted knots from the nebula around
η Carinae is visible in the spetra (Fig. 3).
The maximum and minimum veloities of eah knot identied in the spe-
tra were measured, together with the veloities of the brightest intensity max-
ima of a knot. The knots as identied from the spetra were ompared with
and re-identied in the HST images. More than 200 individual knots in the
spetra were found and, as seen in Fig. 3, nearly all of them show substru-
tures. A knot is dened as a single entity if it shows a oherent appearane in
the spetra. For example knot 1 in Slit 10S is a single feature as is knot 7 in Slit
10S. Substruture means that these strutures are oherent but show dierent
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intensities or a hange in the veloity prole (e.g. knot 7 in Slit 10S). Taking
all spetra together we obtain the following overall properties: The fastest
blueshifted struture moves with a maximum radial veloity of −1200 km s−1,
the fastest redshifted features reah up to +2000 km s−1. The majority of the
knots shows radial veloities reahing between −600 km s−1 and +600 km s−1
(would these strutures have a projetion angle of 45
◦
the unprojeted ve-
loities were already between −850 km s−1 and +850 km s−1). The largest
veloity spread of one single oherent struture is as high as 1250 km s
−1
.
The spetra also allow us to obtain the line ratio [N ii℄λ6583Å/Hα leaving
a hint for the strength of nitrogen within the nebula. As stated above an
enhaned nitrogen ratio is expeted due to the overabundane of nitrogen in
the nebula whih results from the CNO yled material peeled o from the
star. For the strutures measured in the outer ejeta this [N ii℄λ6583Å/Hα
ratio shows values between 1− 5 with a peak around 3.
Beside the kinemati information for eah individual struture the mea-
surements show an interesting global result. An overlay of respetive knots
onto an HST image as given in Fig. 4 learly shows the trend that blueshifted
strutures appear in the south-east while redshifted are onentrated to the
north-west. The knots in the outer ejetawhih seem to be randomly dis-
tributed around η Carinaeseem to follow an ordered kinemati pattern.
They are moving in a bipolar mode with respet to the entral star. Knots
in the south-east are approahing us, while knots north-west of η Carinae
move away from the observer. Going even further and omparing the bipo-
lar struture of the outer ejeta with the inner entral bipolar Homunulus
we an see that both parts of the nebula follow the same symmetry. The
south-eastern lobe of the Homunulus is tilted towards the observer (the net
expansion here is therefore blueshiftedapproahing) while the north-western
lobe is tilted to the bak (redshiftedreeding). This bipolarity is repeated
in the lamentary outer ejeta with the same symmetry and with about the
same symmetry axis, i.e., both the Homunulus and the outer ejeta exhibit
a very similar bipolar struture of the nebula around η Carinae.
2.4 Stringsa new Phenomena in LBV Nebulae?
Among the strutures deteted within the outer ejeta are the so-alled strings.
They are very straight, highly ollimated strutures whih reah lengths om-
parable to the diameter of the entire Homunulus. For a detailed analysis of
these objets the reader is referred to Weis et al. (1999). In the nebula around
η Carinae 5 strings have been identied by visual inspetion of the HST im-
ages (Fig. 5). On muh smaller sales a large number of string-like objets
an be found in the outer ejeta. We do not ount these smaller strutures as
strings sine their ollimation and parameters are not as extreme as for the
strings.
The longest one is string 1 with an observed length of 15.′′9 or 0.18 p.
At the same time string 1 is only 0.′′23 wide (0.003 p) whih orresponds to a
length-to-width ratio of 70, underlining the strong ollimation of these objets.
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Figure 3: The ehellograms displayed here are 90
′′
high in spatial diretion
and over a spetral region of 75Å entered on rest-wavelength Hα. In many
ases redshifted as well as blueshifted knots appear simultaneously, produing
the `messy spetra'. Sine all knots are present in all 3 lines inluded in the
spetra an unambiguous identiation was nevertheless possible for most of
them.
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Figure 4: In the upper panel the same image as in Fig. 2 is shown. Onto the
image, saled by font sizes, the radial veloities of individual knots (with the
highest veloity for a ertain area) are overplotted. Underlined veloities rep-
resent negative (blushifted) strutures, not underlined are redshifted, positive
values. A lear trend is visible: blueshifted strutures appear preferentially in
the south-east while redshifted are onentrated to the north-west. The lower
panel shows the entral bipolar Homunulus for omparison. In both images
north is up and east to the left.
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Figure 5: Left: Enlargement of the F656N HST image showing the strings
1, 2 and 5 in detail. These three strings are situated to the south-east of η
Carinae emerging from the S ridge. Right: To the north-east of η Carinae,
the strings 3 and 4 are visible.
String 1 is bending slightly, and shows no lear `head-like' struture but a split
within the string of about a length of 1.′′5 near the inner (loser to η Car) part.
The other strings are shorter with the smallest in length being string 2 with
only 4
′′
(Table 2). On the other hand string 2 is the one with the highest
surfae brightness and the only one with a sudden hange in its (projeted)
orientation having a kink of about 22
◦
. Strings 3 and 4 are very similar to
eah other in size and appearane, they are 7.′′6 and 9.′′3 long, respetively,
and are extremely straight with nearly no variations in surfae brightness.
String 5 is the faintest, with its surfae brightness varying the most.
From the long-slit ehelle observations we an derive kinemati information
for 3 of the 5 identied strings, namely strings 1, 2 and 5, i.e., the strings south-
east of η Carinae (Fig. 5 left). Analyzing these spetra an amazing kinemati
behavior was disovered. First of all, the strings are moving with relatively
high veloities, the lowest radial veloity measure for string 1 is −522 km s−1
at its innermost end (losest to η Car). From there on, outwards along the
string, its radial veloity inreases steadily up to −995 km s−1 at its farest end.
The inrease of radial veloity follows a perfetly linear relation, as illustrated
in Fig. 6. All strings obey this relationship, they only start with dierent ve-
loities. If the radial veloities are extrapolated bak towards the position of
the entral star the strings would reah zero radial veloity there within the
errors (see position-veloity diagram in Fig. 6). The kinematis of all strings
an be desribed with a kind of Hubble-type law. The veloity gradient of
eah string is slightly dierent (see Fig. 6) and amounts to 2790 km s
−1
p
−1
for string 1, 3420 km s
−1
p
−1
for string 2 and 2590 km s
−1
p
−1
for string 5.
For none of the other strings kinemati information were available then. Nev-
ertheless due to the overall symmetry of the outer ejeta, it was expeted
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Table 2: Properties of the strings
observed observed length/width
string
length width ratio
vmin vmax
[p℄ [10
−3
p℄ [km s
−1
℄ [km s
−1
℄
1 0.177 3.0 70 −522 −995
2 0.044 2.0 31 −442 −591
3 0.095 2.0 42 - -
4 0.103 2.0 68 - -
5 0.058 2.0 38 −383 −565
that string 3 and 4 are redshifted. A rst inspetion of our reent HST-STIS
observations of the strings (HST-program GO: 8155, PI: Weis) prove that
this is the ase, adding a further piee of evidene that the strings are also
distributed bipolarly.
The [N ii℄λ6583Å/Hα ratio for all strings is 3 ± 0.3 and thus omparable
to the ratio found in other strutures in the nebula around η Carinae.
The physial nature of the strings is not well understood yet. They may
or may not be single physial entities. One may think of a oherent struture,
similar to a water jet, for instane. However, one may equally well envisage a
train of many individual knots or bullets following the same path. One also
annot rule out the possibility that they are trails or wakes following an objet
at the strings' far ends, or even projetion eets of the walls of, for instane,
muh wider funnels. While their high ollimation is most likely due to the fat
that the strings move with highly supersoni veloities, it is harder to explain
why they follow a Hubble type veloity law. In stellar explosionsrather than
windsa linear veloity prole is a good approximation for the larger radii,
lose to the head of the explosion (Tsharnuter & Winkler 1979). One may
also thinkif the time sale of the strings' reation is short ompared to the
time sale of their evolution sine thenthat the strings and their expansion
veloities an form if this ejetion happened with a ertain distribution of
veloities. Than the fastest part of the string would be the furthest away
from the star, leaving the string as a stratied ow or olletion of bullet
with dierent veloities. If this would be the ase we needed to explain this
distribution of initial veloities and answer the question why they did all leave
in the same diretion? The reation mehanism and physis of the strings is
not solved yet and it will be of major interest to now analyze our new HST-
STIS data to determine densities and to dierentiate between the strings
being a ow, a hain of bullets, a knot leaving a trail or something ompletely
dierent we have not even thought of yet.
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Figure 6: This position-veloity diagram illustrates the onstant linear in-
rease of the radial veloity of the strings 1, 2 and 5. Within the errors the
radial veloity reahes zero if extrapolated bak to the position of the entral
star.
3 The LBV Nebula around HR Car
While loated on the sky losely to η Carinae the star HR Carinae is about
twie the distane from us at 5 ± 1 kp (distane measured by reddening;
van Genderen et al. 1991). Its spetral type varies from B2 i to B9 i. Strong
Balmer, Fe ii and [Fe ii℄ emission lines are observed, with the Balmer and
Fe ii lines showing P Cygni proles (Carlson & Henize 1979; Hutsemékers &
Van Drom 1991), i.e., a more or less lassial spetral behavior for an LBV
star. HR Car has a luminosity of Mbol = −9.
m0 ± 0.m5, i.e., at the lower end
of the LBV range. A irumstellar nebula around HR Car was disovered
only in 1991, making it one of the newest member of the LBV nebulae shool
(Hutsemékers & Van Drom 1991). The origin and shape of the nebula around
HR Car has been disussed by Hutsemékers (1994). A high-resolution image
and a spetropolarimetri study have been presented by Clampin et al. (1995).
Based on NTT-arhive data Fig. 7 shows an image of the nebula around HR
Car taken with an Hα lter. The entral part in this image is oulted with
a hronographi mask, to avoid the saturation of the bright entral star.
The nebula around HR Car was originally lassied as a lamentary nebula
by Nota et al. (1995), showing no lear signs of symmetry. Nevertheless a
areful inspetion of the image in Fig. 7 leads to the suspiion that the ar in
the south-east manifests the brighter part of a lobe strutureas do very faint
laments in the north-west. The underlying nebula may be fainter and reveal
a ertain symmetry, while the brightest regions do not. To deide on the
struture of the nebula around HR Car we obtained high-resolution ehelle
spetra similar to the way we did for η Carinae. The detailed desription
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Figure 7: This gure shows an NTT-arhive image of the nebula around HR
Car with the prominent ar in the south-east, whih manifests a brighter
struture of the south-eastern lobe.
and analysis an be found in Weis et al. (1997a), here we only summarize
the results. Two long-slit spetra rossing the suspeted lobes in their enter
(PA=30
◦
) oset by 13
′′
north and south of the entral star were taken. In
both spetra a Doppler ellipse was deteted indiating an expansion of 75 −
150 km s−1. At both positions a lobe an now be onrmed, with a diameter
of 0.63 p for the north-western one and 0.67 p for the south-eastern one.
The enter of expansion of the Doppler ellipse of the lobes dier slightly, the
north-western lobe is more redshifted, the south-eastern lobe is blueshifted
most likely due to a tilt of the lobes. It was therefore proposed by Weis et al.
(1997a) that HR Car exhibits a struture morphologially quite similar to the
Homunulus nebula around η Car. Missing is the equatorial disk, but note at
this loation, a very bright unresolved entral part of the nebula around HR
Car from where no kinemati data are avaliable yet. This part of the nebula
might very well hide a disk or at least its remnants.
If we further ompare the nebulae around HR Car and η Car, it seems
reasonable to propose that the nebula around HR Car is an older, evolved
version of the nebula around η Car. Eah lobe in the HR Car nebula is by a
fator of 6 larger than those of η Car, and the expansion veloity is by about
the same fator lower for HR Car. The LBV nebulae around HR Car and η
Car provide therefore an opportunity to probe the evolution of LBV nebulae.
In suh a senario (Weis et al. 1997a) the formation of an LBV nebula starts
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with a nebula that looks more like the Homunulus (about 150 yrs old) and
then evolves into a struture similar to that of HR Car (4000− 9000 yrs old).
4 Bipolar LBV Nebulaea General Feature?
Are η Carinae and HR Carinae the only bipolar nebulae among LBVs? No
Figure 8 shows a olletion of nebulae around LBVs and LBV andidates.
Looking at the individual images and determining the nebulae's morphology it
is obvious that none of the nebulae is really spherial. All of them show either
an elongation or deviation from spherial symmetry, additional extensions
attahed to their entral body or even a learly bipolar struture. If we take
R 127, an LBV in the LMC and WRA751 a galati LBV we nd another
similar pair. While their entral body seems spherial both nebulae show
almost triangular extensions whih we will all Caps in the following. For
both nebulae it has been shown (Weis 2000a, b) that these Caps are not only
morphologial deformations but that they also deviate from the expansion
pattern of a sphere. In eah ase the Cap at one side approahes us, while
the other Cap is reeding from us. With respet to the entral star they
represent bipolar omponents. Analyses of the nebula around AG Car are
manifold (Smith 1991, Nota et al. 1992) but still no lear 3D struture ould
be found. The image nevertheless indiates that the nebula shows at least
a deformation in its enter, forming a `waist-like' struture. In addition it
seems that a seond shell is seen in projetion underneath or in front of the
rst shell. For HD 168625 no good kinemati analyses have been published so
farbut from the images a two-shell struture seems likely (also mentioned
by Nota et al. 1996), probably omparable to the two-shell model for AG
Car. In Table 1 the LBV nebulae known today are listed, as well as their
sizes and expansion veloities. For all the nebulae sizes the diameter is given
orif asymmetriat least the diameters along their largest axes. Sizes and
veloities separated by a slash indiate that the nebula onsists of an inner
and an outer shell and both values are given.
I added two LBV andidates to the sample in Fig. 8 as well as to Table 1,
the stars Sher 25 in the galati H ii region NGC 3603 and Sk−69◦ 279 in the
LMC. Both stars have not yet been onrmed to be LBVs but their param-
eters indiate that they are LBVs indeed. For Sher 25 the bipolar struture
is already visible from the ground-based image shown here, but its bipolar
nature is even more supported by kinemati analyses (Brandner et al. 1997a,
Brandner et al. 1997b). Due to the stellar parameters, a possible variability
and, a for LBVs quite large nebula with an enhaned [N ii℄λ6583Å/Hα ratio,
Sher 25 ould be an older LBV (bigger size, smaller expansion veloity) like
HR Car, putting it towards the end of the evolutionary sequene for LBV
nebulae.
The nebula around Sk−69◦ 279 was rst reported by Weis et al. (1995).
If Sk−69◦ 279 is an LBV, the nebulae around it would be the largest LBV
nebula known (4.5 p) with the slowest expansion veloity of ≈ 14 km s−1. The
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Figure 8: These images show nebula around LBVs and LBV andidates, whih
indiate an asymmetrioften bipolarmorphology. The saling bar in eah
image is 10
′′
in size.
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highly enhaned [N ii℄λ6583Å/Hα ratio and the star's position in the HRD
make Sk−69◦ 279 another good LBV andidate. This is supported by reent
analysis of the stars UV spetrum by Smith Neubig & Bruhweiler (1999).
They note that the star is haraterized by parameters similar to that of other
LBVs. In addition van Gernderen (2000) lists the star as an ex/dormant S
Dor variable, based on analysis of the star's variability. Its nebula again shows
deviations from spherial symmetry espeially to the east and a very extended
lament strething to the north, whih at rst look is easily mistaken as part
of the bakground H ii region. Only the kinemati data of this objet (Weis
et al. 1997b, Weis & Dushl 2000) indiate that this lament is part of the
nebula and represents an outow of gas. We demonstrated that the LBV S119
also shows suh an outow (Weis et al. 2000a). If outows in LBV nebulae
are ommon, this will have important impliations for the determination of
kinemati ages of the nebulae and (determined with help of this method) the
true duration of the LBV phase.
The analysis of the nebulae around η Car, HR Car, R 127 and WRA751
underlines that bipolarity is present in LBV nebulae as a quite ommon fea-
ture. It is by far not unique to η Carinae, as formerly thought.
5 Conlusions, Summery and Outlook
Only reently we begin to understand the evolution of massive stars in more
detail and espeially the onsequenes for the stars' evolution that result from
stellar winds and mass loss. The most massive stars enounter the strongest
mass loss and therefore their evolution is aeted the most by the wind.
This inuene of strong mass loss onto the stars' evolution and struture
beomes obvious looking at stars more massive that about 50M⊙. These
stars enounter a phase in whih they beome unstable, variable and loose
even more mass in the LBV phase. This phase also marks a sudden hange in
the evolution of the most massive stars, from redward bak to blueward motion
in the HRD. LBV nebulae formed in this phase are the relis and doubtless
proofs of the stars' high mass loss. Studies of various LBV nebulae have been
desribed hereshowing the dierene between as well as strong similarities
among these nebulae. On the one hand it is obvious that the nebula around η
Carinae is speial. The extremely lamentary outer ejeta, with its very high
expansion veloities of up to 2000 km s
−1
is by no doubts outstanding. It has
been proven with kinemati data that beside the bipolar inner Homunulus
also the outer ejeta is a highly symmetri bipolar nebula. On the other
hand this is not as unique among LBV nebula as other parameters like the
expansion veloities. An LBV nebula whih very muh looks like the nebula
around η Carinae is that around HR Carinae. The bigger size and smaller
expansion veloities of the nebula around HR Car support the idea that HR
Car is an older, slowed down version of an LBV nebula otherwise similar to
that around η Car, whih had time to expand for at least 4000− 9000 years
and therefore is bigger.
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Quite amazing are the strings in η Carinae: Highly ollimated, long and
very straight strutures expanding with high Mah numbers. Not only is it
hard to explain how the strings have been aelerated to suh high veloities,
they are also following stritly a linear veloity inrease along the string, they
obey a Hubble-type relation. What reates suh a struture, is it a ow, a
hain of bullets, a jet, a single knot leaving a trail . . . ? A better understanding
of these strange objets may be right on the way with the analysis of our HST-
STIS data.
Looking at the morphology and kinematis of other LBV nebula in our
Galaxy as well as other neighboring galaxies we found that bipolarity in LBV
nebulae is indeed a general feature. Dierent sizes and expansion veloities of
the nebulae an be aounted for by the dierent ages of the nebulae. Dier-
enes in their appearane and expansion may easily be due to interations with
their environments. In that ase the known LBV nebulae an be desribed
along an evolutionary sequene. In suh a sequene the HR Car nebula, for
instane, is an evolved version of η Car's.
Bipolarity in LBV nebulae is a ommon feature. This poses a new input
to the models for stellar evolution and espeially the models for the formation
of LBV nebulae. Future theoretial work has to inooperate the onstrains of
bipolarity and nd mehanism to oneive this bipolarity. What auses this
bipolarity is not known yet. Whether stellar rotation, asymmetrial/bipolar
winds or a binary nature ould do the job is not lear yet. To deide on that
further models for the evolution of LBV stars are desperately needed.
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